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����THE HIGHER ORDER���� 

 

we are in love again 

the exits are covered with entries

and what goes in alone comes out with a hand on fire

 

the future exists again 

where for every excuse we make

is the tree under which we were excused 

 

again we have again  

the knife cuts into the same conversation

like last night into tomorrow 

 

so again we are at an end 

the legs of morning are close round your hips

and one breath sacrifices itself for
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as again we ride into sunrise 

through the difficult scar  

of the archangel 

 

and again we are deceived 

by what is new on the horizon 

though there are new horizons in every second step 

 

it is once again the truth   

that the unseen stranger will walk  

around with a strangeness in her open arms   

 

yes again we do not talk  

like the time we talked in darkness  

no we cannot talk in darkness like we can talk now 

 

 

����ALL WHEELS ARE PERFECT���� 

 

The wheel inside a bird 

The wheel of a plum 

The wheel of a fall 

Assistance 

A kiss 

A further noting 

Of what has already been noted 

But not stamped 

The wheel of just us 

That we have something to account for 

The wheel of night 

And your breath 

That inflates where I want to go  

Or begin 

Without the right number 
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Nothing runs on nothing 

Meet the world 

The world thinks in circles 

 

 

����ARE WE DEATH���� 

 

are we death now 

can we hope at last 

that this blue morning has become us 

finally is there nothing to believe 

coming after us 

placing its steps in ours through the dew 

free of the urging heart 

free of the curse of hair and eyes 

are we at last on the mountain 

we have so long been under 

the tunnel that was a song 

is it over 

the irritability of being ourselves 

the plain fact of being dumb 

are we at last over it 

can we now be final 

final like memory 

final like stars 

final like mornings 

all over again 
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